The spallation of 197 Au by 800 MeV protons was investigated in inverse kinematics at GSI, Darmstadt, by use of a 197 Au beam bombarding a liquid-hydrogen target. The fragment separator (FRS) was used to select and identify the reaction products prior to decay. The individual production cross sections and the kinematic properties of 380 isotopes for all elements between mercury (Z = 80) and neodymium (Z = 60) have been measured. A comparison with a Monte-Carlo calculation based on the two-step model of the spallation reaction is given. The isotopic cross-section distribution of iridium isotopes is compared to that resulting from the aluminiuminduced fragmentation of 197 Au. The mean kinetic energies of the fragments are deduced from the experimental data. The importance of the new data to improve our understanding of the spallation mechanism is discussed.
Introduction
Already 60 years ago, high-energy nuclear collisions were studied using cosmic rays 1]. After the passage of energetic cosmic-ray particles through matter, high multiplicities of cascade particles have been observed. They were attributed to the spallation mechanism. Later, these reactions lead to the discovery of pions 2]. When high-energy accelerators became available, spallation reactions were investigated intensively in a more controlled way 3{5]. Still, the observation of the heavy residues emerging from spallation reactions was a di cult task. In the direct-kinematics method previously used, the residues were produced and stopped in the spallation target. They were identi ed by -ray spectroscopy 6 { 1 0 ] o r b y mass spectrometry 11, 12] , hours or days after the reaction. As most of the residues are short-lived radionuclides, the extensive systematics established has been based mainly on cumulative yields after decay of the primary fragments.
Spallation reactions are a key to our understanding of the origin of cosmic rays 13{15] and of the production of cosmogenic radionuclides 16{18]. References 19, 20] give reviews on the processes of spallation reactions and on the production of heavy residues and cosmic rays. The spallation mechanism shows an additional interest, since it can be applied to the production of neutrons in spallation neutron sources 21] and accelerator-driven systems which are dedicated to the transmutation of nuclear wastes and to the production of nuclear energy 22{24]. A systematic intercomparison of available data with codes and models has been performed recently 25] . This intercomparison revealed that the understanding of the spallation mechanism is far from satisfactory, s i n c e none of the reaction models fully reproduces the existing data. Spallation reactions are modeled by a sequence of two steps 26] . First, the nucleon-nucleon interactions in the nucleus lead to an excited pre-fragment. Secondly, the prefragment deexcites by emitting nucleides, nucleons and rays, or by ssion: the calculation involves an intra-nuclear cascade followed by a n e v aporation model. Until now, it has been di cult to pin down the origin of the de ciencies of the reaction models from the experimental cumulative yields.
Only the identi cation in-ight due to the application of inverse kinematics allows to determine the production of residues from heavy-ion reactions prior to decay. The fragmentation of heavy ions has been studied by the mean of the identi cation of the element yields 18, 27, 28] . The identi cation of the isotopic distribution of the residues produced in reactions of lighter nuclei 29{31] gave a more comprehensive information on the reaction mechanism. The application of the method to heavy projectiles, e. g. 32{39], relies on powerful accelerators and magnetic spectrometers like t h o s e a vailable at GSI, Darmstadt. The ? This wo r k i s a p a r t o f t h e P h D w ork of B. Mustapha acceleration of heavy-ion beams at relativistic energy and the in-ight separation of fragments with the fragment separator FRS o er a method to obtain reliable data on primary spallation-residue cross sections. Using the facility o f GSI, a programme is in progress to measure the residue cross sections down to 0.1 mb for a series of di erent projectile-target combinations and at different energies. Investigations on the spallation of lead 40], uranium at 1 A GeV, and lead at 500 A MeV on targets of liquid hydrogen and deuterium are in progress. This step ahead in the extension of experimental data provides decisive information for a correct modeling of the spallation process.
In this work, we r e p o r t o n t h e i d e n ti cation of the complete isotopic distribution of the spallation-evaporation residues produced in collisions of 197 Au at 800 A MeV with protons, down to a cross-section limit of about 0.1 mb.
The typical uncertainty on the results is about 15 %. Reactions which i n volve ssion are presented in a separate and complementary publication 41], since the characteristics of ssion residues imply a di erent experimental technique. The experimental method for spallation-evaporation residues as well as the corrections applied to the measured reaction rates are reported in section 2. The results reported in section 3 provide a comprehensive o verview on the isotopic cross sections and the kinematic properties of the spallation residues of gold on hydrogen. In subsection 3.1, we present the isotopic cross sections for 21 elements produced in the reaction, compared to a Monte-Carlo code and to a semi-empirical parameterisation. In subsection 3.2, we deduce the element distribution from the isotopic distributions, and we show the excellent agreement observed with a previous measurement. In section 3.3, we present the mass distribution of the spallation residues of gold, and in section 3.4 the average kinetic energies of the fragments as a function of their mass and atomic number. Our results, together with previous experimental data, reveal the abilities and failures of present models.
Experiment

Experimental method
197 Au ions were accelerated to 800 A MeV by the SIS accelerator of GSI.
The beam current w as measured continuously with a secondary-electron beam monitor. The current produced by the secondary electrons was calibrated as a function of the number of incident particles by the use of an ionisation chamber, as proposed in Reference 42] . The number of beam particles on the target was about 10 7 ions per seconds. The uncertainty on the beamintensity measurement is due to ageing e ects on the monitor e ciency which can decrease localy due to radiation damages. It produces larger uctuations in the calibration of the monitor current, and increases the uncertainty of the beam monitoring to 6%.
The gold ions impinged on a 1 cm thick liquid-hydrogen target 43], designed and built for this experiment in the Laboratory Saturne (Saclay, F rance). The liquid hydrogen was inserted at the bottom of a helium cryostat between thin titanium foils of 36 mg/cm 2 thickness. A thin niobium foil of 60 mg/cm 2 was placed behind the target to increase the rate of bare ions. The number of hydrogen atoms per unit area in the beam line was 60 times larger than the number of titanium and niobium atoms. As the geometrical cross section of gold reaction is about 3 times larger in titanium and niobium than in hydrogen, the total reaction rate was in average 20 times larger in the hydrogen target than in the surrounding materials.
At relativistic energies, nearly all fragments are fully stripped bare ions. Due to the inverse kinematics of the reaction, the fragments y in beam direction into a solid angle smaller than the angular acceptance of the fragment separator FRS, which amounts to about 15 mr around the beam axis.
The FRS 44] is a device designed to deliver isotopically pure radioactive beams. Con gured as a momentum-loss achromat, the FRS separates beam fragments spatially with an e ciency of more than 50 % 45] . The fragments pass a rst magnetic eld (B 1 ), they loose momentum in a high-precision energy degrader, and pass a second magnetic eld (B 2 ). The wedge-shape of the degrader helps to focus the fragments achromatically in order to separate them from each other.
Although a spatial separation was not required in our experiment, the degrader had the advantage to limit the range in atomic number Z of ions passing through the separator, which g a ve the possibility to adapt the beam intensity correspondingly to a restricted range of production cross section. Moreover, the energy loss in the degrader combined to a double measurement of the magnetic rigidity brought a n i m p r o ved identi cation of the atomic number.
Position-sensitive scintillation detectors 46], situated at the intermediate dispersive image plane and at the exit of the separator, gave the time-of-ight (T o F ) and the horizontal positions to determine the exact radii 1 and 2 of the ion trajectories in the two sections of the spectrometer, in front and behind the intermediate image plane. Together with the magnetic eld strengths of the separator, they determine the magnetic rigidities (B 1 1 ) a n d ( B 2 2 ).
The absolute velocity calibration was deduced from the T o Fmeasured for gold projectiles of known magnetic rigidities after slowing them down in di erent degrader thicknesses. The velocity parameter 2 = v 2 =c as well as the Lorentz factor 2 = ( 1 ; 2 2 ) ;1=2 in the second half of the spectrometer were deduced in order to determine the ratio of mass number A 2 and ionic charge q 2 of the fragments:
A 2 =q 2 = e(B 2 2 ) m 0 c 2 2
(1) where m 0 is the atomic mass unit and e the electron charge. Since by f a r m o s t ions were bare, this value generally coincides with the A 2 =Z 2 ratio.
The atomic number of the fragments was obtained with a good resolution by combining two energy-loss measurements ( E) as illustrated in the left part of Figure 1 . The E measurement using the energy degrader relies on determining the magnetic rigidities in the two sections of the FRS 39] . Figure 1 , the atomic number Z of the fragments which are completely stripped all over their trajectories in the separator is determined correctly. In addition, the correlation between the two E measurements allows to determine the contribution of the ions which changed their ionic charge state (q 1 6 = q 2 ) or their mass number (A 1 6 = A 2 ) due to atomic or nuclear interactions at the intermediate image plane, since in this case the Lorentz factor 1 is wrongly attributed. In the left part of Figure   1 , the events with q 1 = Z and q 2 = Z -1 appear on the lower diagonal. This is important t o a void ambiguities in the identi cation of isotopes. Only the ions which k eep an electron all over the trajectory in the separator and lead to incorrect isotopic identi cation cannot be fully suppressed. Their contribution is estimated to be less than 2 % at the high energy chosen. The contributions of helium-like ions are negligible. ns. In Figure 1 , the elements and their corresponding mass spectra are shown.
With the resolution demonstrated, all fragments are separated isotopically.
As the momentum acceptance of the FRS amounts to p=p = 1:5%, the magnetic-eld strengths of the rst stage of the spectrometer were tuned by steps of 2 %, while the magnets of the second stage were set in order to select the desired range in atomic number. 380 isotopes falling under the scope of our de ned limits were investigated. Magnetic-eld strengths and the degrader parameters were calculated using the code LIESCHEN 48] which takes into account the estimated kinematic properties of the spallation products, the magnetic de ections, and the interaction of the ions with matter. These calculations provided the FRS tuning with a given centered isotope. In order to cover the entire production down to mass 130, 60 di erent tunings of the FRS were set.
Corrections and uncertainties
The experiment w as conducted to explore the production cross sections down to a limit of 0.1 mb with an accuracy better than 15%. The isotopic production cross sections (Z A) w ere evaluated from N(Z A) the number of ions produced in the hydrogen target with identi ed atomic number and mass number (Z A), N p the number of projectiles and n t the number of target atoms per area :
where f f f tr f q f sec f tar are correction factors for the following systematic e ects: the dead-time of the data acquisition, the detection e ciency, the transmission of the FRS, the losses due to atomic charge changing in the different l a yers of matter in the beam line, the losses due to secondary reactions in the di erent l a yers of matter in the beam line, and the contribution to the reaction rate from multiple reactions inside the hydrogen target, respectively. This section describes the evaluation of these factors as well as their uncertainties.
The dead time of the data acquisition limits the rate of recording data, therefore the apparent n umber of fragments N(Z A) deduced in the data analysis is smaller than the actual number of ions transmitted through the FRS. The rate of fragments transmitted through the FRS was recorded, as we l l a s t h e rate of fragments accepted by the data acquisition. The ratio between both gave the correction factor f . The correction due to the acquistion dead-time is in average about 25 %.
The e ciencies of the ionisation chamber and the scintillation detectors was measured to be close to 100 %. The detection e ciency of the multi-wire detectors was compared to the ionisation-detector e ciency, and the apparent number of fragments was corrected for. Figure 2 shows that for most of the settings, the losses due to the limited detector e ciency were smaller than 5%. The uncertainty of the correction factors f and f is negligible.
The correction factor f tr accounts for possible losses due to incomplete transmission of the fragments through the FRS. The limitations for a full transmission of the fragments arise from the momentum and the angular acceptance of the spectrometer. For a mass loss larger than 30 units, the momentum distribution of the fragments gets wider than the FRS acceptance. In order to cover the entire momentum distribution of the fragments, measurements with di erent magnetic rigidities of the same fragment w ere combined. With this procedure, a full momentum transmission was achieved. The angular distribution of the fragments also increases with the mass loss. The half width at half maximum of the angular distribution of the largest mass loss A = 6 7 , w as measured to be 3.3 mr. The losses due to the incomplete angular transmission of the fragments were evaluated to be lower than 1 % 49] and were neglected in the evaluation of the cross sections.
The hydrogen-like ions produced in the degrader and in the di erent l a yers on the trajectory of the fragments are not always transmitted in the same setting of the spectrometer as the bare ions (see Fig. 1 ). Therefore, the losses due to incomplete stripping were estimated following an empirical formula 50], scaled by a factor of 1.13 which w as determined to reproduce the measured ionic charge-state distribution of the primary beam. The correction ranges from 30 % for the isotopes of gold (Z = 79) to zero % for holmium isotopes (Z = 67), as can be seen in Figure 2 . As the correction factor for the isotopes of gold was deduced from the experimental value, the uncertainty is only statistical, of the order of 1 %. The uncertainty on the dependence of the empirical formula with the atomic number of the fragments was estimated to 10 %, leading to an uncertainty o f 3 % a t maximum on the correction factor.
Losses due to secondary reactions in the degrader and in the di erent l a yers on the trajectory of the fragments were estimated using the formula of Benesh, Cook and Vary 51] for the total nuclear interaction cross section. The calculated cross sections have been scaled to reproduce the measured loss rate of the primary beam. The estimated correction for secondary reactions in the di erent l a yers on the trajectory ranges from 33 % for mass A =197 to 28 % for mass A = 140 (see Figure 2 ). Like f o r t h e c hange of ionic charge state, the probability to loose fragments by secondary reactions was measured for 197 Au, and the uncertainty on the result is of the order of 3%. The uncertainty o n the dependence of the reaction rate with the geometrical cross section was estimated to 3%, giving a total uncertainty of the order of 5 % on the correction factor.
The thickness of the liquid-hydrogen target was chosen to minimise the inuence of parasitic reactions. On the one hand, it had to be large enough to assure that residues produced in reactions with hydrogen dominate over those produced in other materials in front of the separator. On the other hand, the thickness was limited by the requirement to restrict the number of secondary reactions in the hydrogen target.
The curvature of the target windows induced an uncertainty on the target thickness. At the edges of the target, the thick n e s s i s k n o wn precisely, since it is de ned by the frame of the target. By measuring the slowing down of the beam in the target for di erent positions of the beam on the target in steps of 2 mm, it was possible to determine the shape of the target curvature exactly. The thickness of hydrogen at the centre of the target was thus deduced and determined to be 87.3 2.2 mg/cm 2 .
Since the hydrogen was enclosed between titanium windows of 36 mg/cm 2 total thickness, the production in a dummy target, corresponding to the same material thickness as the windows and the niobium stripping foil was measured. The upper part of Figure 3 shows the total reaction rates observed in the hydrogen target and the surrounding materials (open symbols) compared to the reaction rates produced in the dummy target alone (full symbols), for the hafnium and gold isotopes. The line shows the estimation for the isotopic production which has not been measured in the dummy target. With the exception of the most neutron-rich gold isotopes, the estimation considered that for the isotopic distribution of each element, the ratio R of the production rates in the lled target and in the dummy target varies exponentially with the mass of the isotopes. In a further experiment, the complete isotopic distribution has been measured for the target windows alone 40]. The ratio between the production rates in the lled target and in the dummy target for the platinium isotopes produced in the reaction of a lead beam at 1 A Gev are displayed in the lower part of the Figure 3 . These data justify the exponential dependence of the ratio R. The exponential estimation as well as the measured ratio R for the platinium isotopes produced in the reaction of gold at 800A MeV are compared in the lower part of Figure 3 . For completeness, the ratio R between the measured reaction rates in the lled target and the estimated reaction rates in the dummy target from a Monte-Carlo code 52] is also displayed as open circles. The comparison between the exponential estimation of the ratio R and the ratio obtained from a reliable code showed a di erence smaller than 20 %. For each isotope the di erence between the two estimations has been taken as the uncertainty of the reaction rates in the windows and the niobium foil. As can be seen from Figure 3 , the contribution of the windows for the heavier isotopes is smaller than 3 %, therefore, the uncertainty of the estimated values is negligible in the total uncertainty of the cross sections. The exponential variation of R is less precise for the isotopes close to the projectile (see gold isotopes on Figure 3 ) where the electromagnetic excitation in the titanium windows (Z=22) leads to an increase in the production of few-neutron-loss channels compared to the hydrogen. Therefore, for these particular isotopes, the production rates in the windows have b e e n measured and used for the corrections. For the lightest products, the contribution of the target windows to the total production rates increases up to about 20%, and the uncertainty of our approximation is taken into account in the total accuracy of the cross sections.
T h e p r o d u c t s o f m ultiple reactions in the hydrogen target cannot be disentangled with the separator. They do not only depopulate heavy fragments but they generate lighter products which are then wrongly attributed to the primary process. Thus, the measured apparent production cross section of the fragment of mass A, app (A) is related to the true production cross section 0 (A) l i k e: app (A) = 0 (A) ; loss (A) + gain (A) (3) where loss (A) and gain (A) correspond to the two processes mentioned above, respectively. The depopulation of primary fragments loss was estimated from the probability P loss that a fragment of mass A, produced in average at the center of the target, reacts in the second half of the target: loss (A) = 0 (A)P loss (A).
P loss (A) w as estimated from Kox 
where n t is the numb e r o f h ydrogen atoms in the target per area. The Kox predictions were renormalised to the experimental total reaction rates determined in the present experiment. Thus, loss is de ned as:
The total production cross section gain (A) of fragments of mass A due to multiple reactions in the target was estimated by summing the contributions of all heavier fragments:
P(A proj ! A i )P loss (A i )P(A i ! A) (6) In equation 6, P(A proj ! A i ) is the probability of production of heavier fragments of mass A i in a primary reaction of the projectile, P loss (A i ) is the probability that the fragments of mass A i encounter a second reaction inside the target, and P(A i ! A) is the probability that a nal fragment of mass A is produced by the secondary reaction of a primary fragment of mass A i . 
P(A i !
is the production cross section of fragments of mass A = A proj ; A due to a single reaction in the target normalised to the total reaction cross section Kox (A proj ). The contribution to the total production rate due to ternary and higher-order reactions are neglected in the equations for clarity. Therefore, the measured apparent mass distribution app (A) can be written as: This de nes the correction factor f tar = 0 (A)= app (A) as a function of the mass loss relative to the projectile. In Fig. 4 , the correction factor applied to deduce the production cross sections is renormalised by 5% to take i n to account the losses due to the attenuation of the beam inside the target. For most of the measured production cross sections, down to a mass loss of 42 units, the contribution of secondary reactions in the target is lower than 10 %. Only for the lightest spallation products the correction increases considerably.
In the production of fragments with a mass loss larger than 52 mass units, more than 30 % of the measured rates originate from secondary reactions. For the lightest fragment measured in this experiment, 130 Nd, the correction amounts to about 60 %. The uncertainty o n f tar depends on the estimation of the total reaction cross section Kox (A proj ). Taking into account 1 5 % o f uncertainty on this quantity, the resulting uncertainty on the correction factor f tar is shown as a grey lled area in Figure 4 .
The total uncertainty of the cross sections results from the combined uncertainty on each correction factor and each q u a n tity e n tering into equation 2.
The total uncertainty of the cross sections is lower than 15 % from mercury down to dysprosium isotopes. For lighter products, due to the increasing contribution of multiple reactions in the target and secondary reactions in the target windows, the uncertainty amounts to 20 % from terbium to europium, and is of the order of 30 % for the lightest fragments between samarium and neodynium. The uncertainty of the cross sections resulting from the statistics of the measurement and from the precision in the identi cation is limited to about the half of the total combined uncertainty of the di erent correction factors.
Results
Isotopic cross sections
Figures 5 and 6 show the isotopic distributions of cross sections for all elements from mercury to neodynium produced in the reaction. Error bars do not appear when they are smaller than the data points. The isotopes of elements below neodynium produced by spallation-evaporation have cross sections lower than 0.1 mb. Also, the contamination due to secondary reactions induces important uncertainties in the resulting cross sections. Therefore they are not considered here. The present w ork does not cover another group of appreciably lighter nuclei which are produced when ssion occurs in the deexcitation of the prefragments. As already mentioned, they are the subject of a separate publication 41].
The main result brought b y our data is the complete and precise overview of the isotopic production in the spallation reaction. This step ahead in the quantity and the quality of the data reveals important features of the reaction mechanism. The isotopic distributions evolve progressively with decreasing atomic number of the fragments from a decreasing to a bell-like shape. Close to the projectile, the shape of the isotopic distribution re ects the excitation energy after the nucleon-nucleon collision cascade, corresponding to very peripheral collisions 33]. As the excitation energy is limited, isotopes close to the valley of stability are populated by few neutron evaporation. For more central collisions, the excitation energy deposited in the pre-fragment is larger, and more neutron-de cient isotopes are produced. Finally, for higher excitation energy, the evaporation of protons and composite particles becomes important. The shape of the isotopic distributions then re ects the competition between the evaporation of neutrons, protons and composite particles. The center of the distribution shifts gradually towards smaller A=Z ratios, accordingly to the increasing excitation energy introduced by the incoming proton, to reach the evaporation-residue corridor 34]. The amplitude of the isotopic distributions decreases steadily by t wo orders of magnitude in the range of 20 elements. This feature is related to the excitation-energy distribution of the pre-fragments, and to the amount of energy taken away b y t h e e v aporated particles.
The experimental isotopic distributions may t h us be understood as the result of a delicate interplay b e t ween the excitation energy gained in the intranuclear cascade and the pre-fragment deexcitation by e v aporation of particles. Monte-Carlo codes, coupling di erent models of these two stages of the reaction, aim to reproduce the isotopic distributions of the spallation residues.
In Figures 5 and 6 , the predictions given by the code LAHET 54], version 2.7 with default options, using the intra-nuclear cascade code of Bertini 55] with pre-equilibrium emission and the evaporation code of Dresner 56 ] are compared to the data. This code is widely used in technical applications.
Figures 5 and 6 show that this code does not reproduce the data over the complete range of the experimental data. It underestimates the largest productions of residues close to the projectile. To the underestimation in the cross section of the heavy fragments corresponds an overestimation of the production of the lighter fragments. Furthermore, the center of the predicted isotopic distribution is shifted towards the neutron-rich side with respect to the experimental data.
The discrepancies to the new data clearly reveal two essential de ciencies of the calculation. First, the model overestimates the production of large mass losses. This may result from an overprediction of the excitation energy induced in the intra-nuclear cascade phase or from a too high calculated mass loss due to an excessive emission of composite fragments. To disentangle the in uences of these two c haracteristics of the codes goes beyond the scope of the present work. Secondly, the model underestimates the production of neutron-de cient isotopes. This tends to indicate that the evaporation of charged particles is overestimated, leading to a strong depopulation of neutron-de cient isotopes. This failure in the prediction of the neutron-de cient side of the isotopic distributions of heavy fragments is a completely new information of the present experiment, because it allowed for the rst time to determine the primary production cross sections of these short-lived isotopes. Figure 5 and Figure 6 also include the predictions of a recently updated energydependent parameterisation 57], displayed as a dashed-dotted line, which summarizes the actual knowledge on the production cross sections of heavy fragments in proton-induced reactions. Other parameterisations available, like for exemple the parameterisation EPAX 58], are not suitable for the projectile energy that we used. The parameterisation of Silberberg and Tsao 57] is meant t o c o ver a wide range of energy. F or the heaviest elements, from gold to holmium, the production of the neutron-de cient isotopes is severely underestimated. The production of the lighter elements below dysprosium is drastically overestimated. The severe discrepancies of this semi-empirical parameterisation to our data clearly demonstrate the progress in experimental knowledge brought about by the present w ork.
In Figure 7 , we compare the cross-section distributions of iridium isotopes measured in the present w ork with the result of the heavy-ion-induced fragmentation reaction 197 Au+Al at 1000 A MeV 32] . For a rather similar projectile energy, the available energy in the center of mass in the reaction of gold on aluminium is described by the regime of \limiting fragmentation" 9]. In the gold-on-proton reaction, this regime appears for an incident energy above 3 GeV per nucleon 28], and is not reached in our experiment.
As seen in Figure 7 , the cross-section distribution of iridium produced in the aluminium-induced reaction is clearly shifted to more neutron-rich isotopes with respect to the result of the proton-induced reaction. In particular, the cross sections of the most neutron-de cient isotopes di er considerably. The iridium isotopic chain is not centered on the evaporation-residue corridor, but is populated on the way from the stability v alley to the evaporation-residue corridor. The fragments produced in the proton-induced fragmentation reach the evaporation-residue corridor in a steeper way than the fragments resulting from the heavy-ion-induced reaction. This can be interpreted in terms of a higher excitation energy deposited in the pre-fragment b y the cascade of nucleon-nucleon collisions induced by one single proton, implying more evaporated neutrons, if the isotopic production of a speci c element is considered. This experimental evidence contradicts the expectation of Reference 58] that the isotopic distributions of the fragments produced in a proton-induced reaction are more neutron rich due to the lower energy available compared to a heavy-ion induced reaction.
In order to understand the observed di erence between the proton-and the heavy-ion induced reaction, one has to consider that the geometrical conditions are rather di erent. While a loss of only two protons in a heavy-ion induced reaction can only be obtained in very peripheral collisions, the proton needs to react with the gold nucleus in a more central collision to remove t wo protons. The average higher excitation energy deposited in the pre-fragments in heavyions induced reaction is evaporated to populate lighter fragments which are not produced in the proton-induced reaction for which the excitation energy in the pre-fragments is limited (see Figure 9 ).
The parameterisations of heavy-ion induced reactions are based on an appropriate scaling of the parameterisation deduced for proton-induced reactions 58, 59] . The parameterisation of Ref. 59] is rather elaborated based on the spectator-participant model it considers a dependence of the proton energy corresponding to the scaled parameterisation with the mass of the fragment. The complex variation of the isotopic distributions as a function of the reaction partner observed experimentally gives a crucial test to the semi-empirical parameters.
At rst sight our nding seems to be at variance with results obtained previously for lighter systems. In Reference 30] , it was observed that the isotopic distribution of fragments produced in the reaction of 56 Fe at 600 A MeV on p and C are independent of the mass number of the target nuclei. However, this result is not in contradiction with our measurements, since 56 Fe is close to the evaporation-residue corridor, and consequently the isotopic distributions of fragments have the same centro ds, even for elements close to the projectile.
The complete isotopic cross sections of the fragments produced in the spallation of 197 Au at 800 A MeV are given in Table 1 . Table 2 compares the cross sections obtained in the present w ork and previous data on independent yields from radiochemical methods in direct kinematics 10]. In contrast to the few independent yields measured up to now in direct kinematics for this reaction, the full isotopic distribution for each element produced in the reaction has been determined in the present w ork. For the largest measured cross sections (gold and iridium isotopes), the data are in a fair agreement. However, for the neutron-rich isotopes of the lighter elements (thulium and europium), which are in the tails of the isotopic distribution, the new experiment g i v es appreciably lower cross sections than the previous ones. The origin of a discrepancy larger than a factor 6 for the case of 168 Tm is not clear. Systematic errors of this magnitude can be excluded for our experiment.
Element distribution
Furthermore, the element distribution, obtained by summing the isotopic distribution for each atomic number, are compared in Figure 8 to the element distribution measured in the reaction 197 Au+p at 765A MeV 27] . These data are also denoted as nuclear charge-changing cross sections 27, 60] . Except for the lightest elements, the data obtained by di erent techniques coincide within the error bars. The isotopic distributions of Fig 5 and 6 are thus measured down to a lower limit of 0.1 mb w h i c h enable to reproduce fully the element distribution. The relevance of using a pure hydrogen target is seen in Figure 8 , where important uctuations in the production cross sections appear for the lightest elements 27] compared to our data. The use of a combination of thick plastic and carbon targets and the complexity to deduce hydrogen cross sections due to the strong contribution of multiple reactions may explain the uctuations observed in the data of the lightest elements in Ref. 27 ]. The proton pick-up cross section, leading to the production of mercury isotopes, is one order of magnitude smaller than the proton-loss cross section, leading to the population of platinum isotopes. The proton pick-up implies inelastic nucleon-nucleon interactions such as resonances or the exchange of a virtual charged pion 60,61].
Mass distribution
The experimental mass distribution of the fragments produced in the spallation of gold is shown in Figure 9 . The total production cross section of the spallation residues deduced from our data amounts to (1715 400) mb. The mass distribution predicted by the Bertini-Dresner code (full line) is displayed for comparison. The experimental mass distribution presents a sharp decrease for the fragments very close to the projectile (A > 192), produced in peripheral reactions. As the mass of the fragments decreases, a plateau is observed (A > 172), followed by an exponential decrease, re ecting the limited excitation energy induced in the spallation process. The Bertini-Dresner code reproduces the sharp decrease observed in the experimental data close to the projectile. However, as was mentioned above, the production of rather heavy fragments is underestimated by 25 %. Consequently an overestimation of the lightest fragments which can be as large as a factor 5 is observed. The parameterised curve of Ref. 57 ], shown as a dashed-dotted line, reproduces the global features of the mass distribution: the sharp decrease for the fragments close to the projectile, the plateau and nally the exponential decrease of the production. However, the discrepancy between the predicted and the experimental distributions is larger than a factor of 2 for a mass loss larger than 10. Also, a dip is observed around A 180 which is caused by the too sharp decrease of the predictions for the neutron-de cient isotopes of gold, platinum and iridium (see Fig. 5 ). A detailed discussion on the validity of di erent codes may be found in Reference 62].
Kinetic energy of the fragments
The velocities of the fragments behind the target are deduced from the measurement of their magnetic rigidities in the rst section of the FRS by use of an equation analogous to Eq. (1). Assuming that the reaction takes place in the center of the target, the fragment v elocity is corrected for the energy loss in the target and transformed into the reference frame of the projectile before the reaction. A measure of the recoil velocity of the fragments acquired in the reaction is thus obtained. For each fragment, the distribution of the velocity component parallel to the beam is characterised by a n a verage value < == > and a width == . Assuming an isotropic distribution 63], the velocity components in the directions perpendicular to the beam have a zero average value and a width equal to == . The average kinetic energy of the fragments follows:
and the average kinetic energy as a function of the mass number of the fragment is obtained as:
where (A Z) is the production cross section of the fragment ( A Z). < E K (Z) > is obtained with the same relation by summing over the mass of the fragments. The average kinetic energies of the fragments as a function of the mass and atomic number are displayed in Figure 10 . The kinetic energy of the fragments in the reference frame of the projectile is due to the transfer of momentum between the target nucleus and the projectile and thus is a measure of the violence of the collision. As can be seen from Figure 10 , the kinetic energy increases linearly with the decreasing mass of the fragments. The lightest fragments are thus produced in the most central collisions, corresponding to a larger transfer of momentum. These fragments correspond to the smallest cross sections, and therefore the kinetic energy averaged over all the fragments produced is only 2 MeV. Experimental recoil energies are of great interest for the technical design of the accelerator-driven systems, as energetic recoiling fragments induce severe damages to materials which are irradiated by the proton beam.
Conclusion
The spallation of 197 Au by protons has been studied in inverse kinematics at 800 A MeV using a liquid-hydrogen target. The reaction products were fully identi ed in atomic number Z and mass number A in the magnetic spectrometer FRS. The complete isotopic distributions of the primary residues prior to decay a s w ell as their kinetic energies have been determined.
The new cross-section values are consistent with the few independent yields measured previously with spectroscopic methods, although some discrepancies are observed for the lighter isotopes. An excellent agreement is observed with previously measured element distributions in inverse kinematics.
The distributions of iridium isotopes produced in the reactions of relativistic 197 Au ions in an aluminium and a proton target are compared. The isotopic distribution produced in the reaction with protons is more neutron de cient. This behaviour is di erent from that found for lighter projectiles.
The mass distribution of the fragments together with the isotopic distributions crucially tests speci c quantities like the excitation energy acquired in the high-energy proton-nucleus collision and the consistent treatment of the complex evaporation chain. The widely-used Bertini-Dresner code which i s part of the LAHET code system, fails to reproduce the measured data. Also a semi-empirical parameterisation severely deviates from the data. The comprehensive view on the spallation-residue cross sections obtained in the present experiment represents a major step toward an improved understanding of the spallation process. The data can be used as a bench-mark for future codes modeling spallation reactions. 
